GRANULARITY OF LOCKS IN
. Note that it is not a total order since IX and S are incomparable. Given two modes, the least node greater than or equal to them in Figure 2 is called their supremum (see Table 3 ). 
Rules for requesting nodes
The via record identifiers to all records with that value and so is a parent of all reccrds with that field value.
Since Figure 4 defines a DAG, the protocol of the previous section can be used to lock the nodes cf the graph.
it should be extended as follows.
However, When an indexed field is updated, it and its parent record move from one index interval tc another. so for example when a Napa account is moved to the St. Helena branch, the account record and its location field the location index and '*join" the St. with the granted group is a qroup mode which is the supremum mode of the members of the group which iscomputed using Figure 2 or Table  3 . Table 2 gives a list of the possible types of requests that can coexist in a group and the corresponding mode of the group. Figure 5 all the requests decided to wait.) When a particular request leaves the granted group the group mode of the group may change.
If the mode of the next request in the queue is compatible with the new mode of the granted group, then the waiting request is granted. In Figure 5 , if the IX request leaves the group, then the group mode becomes IS which is compatible with S and so the S may be granted. The new group mode will be S and since this is compatible with IS mode the IS request following the S request may also join the granted group. This produces the situation depicted in Figure 6 : Figure 6 . The queue after the IX request is released.
The X request of Figure  6 will not be granted until all the requests leave the granted group since it is not COmFatible with any mcde.
Conversion
A transaction might re-request the same object for several reasons:
Perhaps it has forgotten that it already has access to the record; after all, if it is setting many locks it may be simpler to just always request access to the record rather than first asking itself "have I seen this record before". The lock subsystem has all the information to answer this question and it seems wasteful to duplicate. Alternatively, the transaction may know it has access to the record, but want to increase its access mode (for example from S to X mode if i% is in a read, test, and sometimes update scan of a file).
So the lock subsystem must be prepared for re-requests by a transaction for a lock. we call such re-requests conversions.
When a request is found to be a conversion, the old (granted) mode of the requestor to the resource and the newly requested mode are compared using Table  3 to compute the new mode which is the supremum of the old and the requested modeTef. Figure 2 ). Figure  11 only for pedagogical reasons. Figure 11 gives only the '*logically lock graph, there is also a graph for physical page locks and for other low level resources.
As can be seen, Figure  11 is not a tree. 
